Abstract. We de ne a new model of automata for the description of bidirectional parsing strategies for context-free grammars and a tabulation mechanism that allow them to be executed in polynomial time. This new model of automata provides a modular way of de ning bidirectional parsers, separating the description of a strategy from its execution.
Introduction
The task of designing correct and e cient parsing algorithms can be simplied by separating the de nition of the parsing strategy from its tabular execution. This can be accomplished through the use of automata: the actual parsing strategy can be described by means of the construction of a non-deterministic pushdown automaton, and tabulation is introduced by means of some generic mechanism such as memoization. The construction of parsers in this way allows more straightforward proofs of correctness and makes parsing strategies easier to understand and implement.
This approach has been successfully applied to the design of parsing algorithms for context-free grammars that read the input string left-to-right 5, 6] . In this article, we de ne new models of push-down automata which can start reading the input string in any position, spanning to the left and to the right to include substrings which were themselves read in the same bidirectional way. Tabulation techniques are provided in order to execute e ciently these automata.
Push-Down Automata
A Context-Free Grammar (CFG) is a tuple (V N ; V T ; S; P), where V N is a nite set of non-terminal symbols, V T a nite set of terminal symbols, S 2 V N is the axiom of the grammar, and P is a nite set of productions (rewriting rules) of the form A ! with A 2 V N and 2 (V T V N ) . Push-Down Automata (PDA) are the operational devices for parsing CFG. Following 3], we de ne a PDA as a tuple (V T ; V S ; ; $ 0 ; $ f ) where V T is a nite set of terminal symbols, V S is a nite set of stack symbols, $ 0 2 V S is the initial stack symbol, $ f 2 V S is the nal stack symbol and is a nite set of SWAP, PUSH and POP transitions. A con guration of a PDA is usually de ned as a pair ( ; a l : : : a n ), where 2 V S is the stack attained and a l : : : a n the part of the input string a 1 : : : a n to be read.
We consider an alternative and equivalent de nition of con guration in which the position l is stored in the top element of . Thus, a con guration is given by the contents of^ , a stack of pairs in V S N. The initial con guration is ($ 0 ; 0).
Other con gurations are attained by applying transitions as follows:
{ The application of a SWAP transition of the form C a 7 ?! F to a con guration (C; l) yields a con guration^ (F; l + jaj) as a result of replacing C by F and scanning the terminal a = a l+1 or the empty string a = .
{ The application of a PUSH transition C 7 ?! C F to a con guration^ (C; l) yields a con guration^ (C; l)(F; l) as a result of pushing F onto C.
{ The application of a POP transition of the form CF 7 ?! G to a con guration (C; l)(F; m) yields a con guration^ (G; m) as a result of popping C and F, which are replaced by G. where C; F; G 2 V S and a 2 V T f g. An input string w = a 1 : : : a n is succesfully recognized by a PDA if the nal con guration ($ 0 ; 0)($ f ; n) is attained.
Only SWAP transitions can scan elements from the input string. This is not a limitation, as a scanning push transition C a 7 ?! C F could be emulated by the consecutive application of two transitions C 7 ?! C F 0 and F 0 a 7 ?! F, while a scanning pop transition C F a 7 ?! G could be emulated by C F 7 ?! G 0 and G 0 a 7 ?! G, where F 0 and G 0 are fresh stack symbols.
We call transitions SWAP, PUSH and POP r-transitions as they can only read the input string from the left to the right. Thus, push-down automata can only be used to implement unidirectional parsing strategies that read the input string in the same way. As an example of the kind of parsers that can be implemented, a compilation schema 1 of a context-free grammar into a pushdown automaton implementing the Earley's parsing strategy 4] is derived. In the resulting automaton, V T is the set of terminals of the source grammar, V S is the union of f$ 0 ; $ f g and a set of dotted productions 2 , the initial element $ 0 is used to start computations, the nal element $ f is (S ! ) and contains the set of transitions derived by the compilation rules shown in Fig. 1 From 3] we also know that if the results of the non-deterministic computations are constrained only by bottom-up propagation of computed facts (e.g.
bottom-up and Earley strategies, but not pure top-down strategies) S 1 items storing only the top element of the con guration stack can be used to derive a sound and complete tabular interpretation. The set of inference rules for S 1 items is shown in Fig. 2 . 3 Computations start with the item $ 0 ; 0; 0] and nish with $ f ; 0; n]. Fig. 3 shows the set of deduction steps corresponding to the parsing schema 4 Earley obtained by applying these inference rules to an automaton resulting from the compilation schema shown in Fig. 1 . The worst-case time complexity for the S 2 and S 1 inference rules and for the Earley schema is O(n 3 ).
Although PDA can only be used to describe unidirectional strategies, their tabulation technique can be extended to read the input string left-to-right, rightto-left and bidirectionally 7]. This kind of bidirectional tabulation makes possible to implement robust parsers by means of PDA but it does not make possible to specify bidirectional parsing strategies due to PDA transitions does not provide any way of controlling the direction of the parsing process. Bidirectional parsing strategies can start computations at any position of the input string and can span to the right and to the left to include substrings which were scanned in a bidirectional way by some subcomputations. As a rst step towards the de nition of a Bidirectional Push-Down Automata (BPDA), we must adapt con gurations in order to be able to represent the discontinuos recognition of the input string. Thus, con gurations of a BPDA will be given by the contents of , a stack of triples in V S N N. The initial con guration is ($ 0 ; 0; 0). Other con gurations are attained by applying transitions as follows:
{ The application of a SWAP R transition of the form C a 7 ?! R F to a con guration (C; k; l) yields a con guration (F; k; l+jaj) as a result of replacing C by F and scanning the terminal a = a l+1 or the empty string a = to the right of the substring spanned by C.
{ The application of a SWAP L transition of the form C a 7 ?! L F to a con guration (C; k; l) yields a con guration (F; k ?jaj; l) as a result of replacing C by F and scanning the terminal a = a k or the empty string a = to the left of the substring spanned by C.
{ The application of a PUSH R transition C 7 ?! R C F to a con guration (C; k; l) yields a con guration (C; k; l)(F; l; l). It is expected that F will span a substring inmediatly to the right of the substring spanned by C. { The application of a PUSH U transition of the form C a 7 ?! U C F to a con guration (C; k; l) yields a con guration (C; k; l)(F; m; m + jaj) as a result of pushing F onto C and scanning the terminal a = a m+1 or the empty string a = . PUSH U transitions are undirected in the sense that a is not necessarily adjacent to the substring spanned by C.
{ The application of a POP R transition of the form CF 7 ?! R G to a con guration (C; k; l)(F; l; m) yields a con guration (G; k; m). The substring spanned by F is adjacent to the right of the substring spanned by C.
{ The application of a POP L transition of the form CF 7 ?! L G to a con guration (C; k; l)(F; m; k) yields a con guration (G; m; l). The substring spanned by F is adjacent to the left of the substring spanned by C.
An input string a 1 : : : a n is succesfully recognized by a BPDA if the nal conguration ($ 0 ; 0; 0)($ f ; 0; n) is attained. SWAP R , PUSH R and POP R transitions are the r-transitions corresponding to unidirectional PDA. SWAP L , PUSH L and POP L transitions are l-transitions that advance \to the left" in the reading of the input string. However, the union of r-transitions and l-transitions is not sufcient to implement bidirectional parsers, we need PUSH U transitions of the form C a 7 ?! U C F to start subcomputations at any position of the input string.
We guarantee that, in any computation recognizing the input string, each terminal in the input string is read only once by means of the de nition of SWAP R and SWAP L transitions (they can not re-read elements which are in the span of the top element of the stack) and the de nition of POP R and POP L transitions (they can not pop stack elements spanning overlapping substrings). Pop transitions also ensure we read the input string and not a permutation of it.
We de ne Bidirectional Push-Down Automata (BPDA) as a tuple (V T ; V S ; B ; $ 0 ; $ f ) with B containing SWAP R , SWAP L , PUSH R , PUSH L , POP R , POP L and PUSH U transitions. As an example of the kind of parsers that can be implemented using BPDA, a compilation schema of a context-free grammar into a bidirectional push-down automaton implementing a predictive head-corner parsing strategy is derived. Head-corner parsing strategies can be applied to context-free grammars in which each production has an element of the right-hand side marked as the head of the production. For empty productions A ! , the empty string is considered the head of the production. The head-corner relation > h on V N (V N V T f g) is de ned by A > h X if there is a production A ! X with X the head of the production. If A ! then A > h . The transitive and re exive closure of > h is denoted > h . In the resulting automaton, V T is the set of terminals of the source grammar, V S is the union of f$ 0 ; $ f g, the set of non-terminals of the source grammar and a set of dotted productions A ! used to indicate that the part of the production has been recognized; the initial element $ 0 is used to start computations; the nal { A production hE; Fi ! hE; Ci a for each C a 7 ?! R F 2 B and E 2 V S . { A production hE; Fi ! a hE; Ci for each C a 7 ?! L F 2 B and E 2 V S . { A production hC; Fi ! for each C 7 ?! R C F 2 B and E 2 V S . { A production hC; Fi ! for each C 7 ?! L C F 2 B and E 2 V S . { A production hC; Fi ! a for each C a 7 ?! U C F 2 B and E 2 V S . { A production hE; Gi ! hE; CihC; Fi for each CF 7 ?! R G 2 B and E 2 V S . { A production hE; Gi ! hC; FihE; Ci for each CF 7 ?! L G 2 B and E 2 V S . Applying induction in the length of the derivations, we can show that h$ 0 ; $ f i ) a 1 : : : a n if and only if a computation of A starting at ($ 0 ; 0; 0) attains a con guration ($ 0 ; 0; 0)($ f ; 0; n) reading a 1 : : : a n from the input string, i.e. G exactly 
Tabulation of BPDA
As in the case of PDA, the direct execution of BPDA may be exponential with respect to the length of the input string and may even loop. To solve this problem, in this section we extend the S 2 and S 1 tabulation techniques to the case of bidirectional push-down automata.
The S 2 framework
From 3] we know that extensions of push-down automata can be tabulated by using S 2 items storing the two elements on the top of the con guration stack. In the case of BPDA, S 2 items are of the form B; i; j; C; k; l], indicating the part of the input string a k+1 : : : a l recognized by the top element C and the part a i+1 : : : a j recognized by the element B placed immediately under C. The set of inference rules for S 2 items is shown in Fig. 5 . Computations start with the item ; 0; 0; ; $ 0 ; 0; 0] and nish with $ 0 ; 0; 0; $ f ; 0; n]. The worst case time complexity with respect to the length n of the input string is O(n 5 ).
The application of this set of inference rules to an automaton resulting from the compilation schema shown in Fig. 4 yields the set of deduction steps shown in Fig. 6 (where refers to a dotted production or $ 0 ) which is very close to the set of deduction steps corresponding to the predictive head-corner parsing schema pHC de ned by Sikkel in 9, chapter 11], also working in O(n 5 ) time complexity. The main di erence is that predictive steps of the schema pHC have stronger constraints with respect to the part of the input string to be considered when seeking for a head-corner. A minor di erence is that left-completer The complexity of the tabular framework can be reduced by considering more compact kinds of item. From 3] we also know that a sound and complete tabular interpretation for a given extension of push-down automata can be obtained using S 1 items that store the top element of the con guration stack. In the case of BPDA, S 1 items are of the form C; k; l], storing the top element C with the corresponding positions k and l of the substring spanned by it. The set of inference rules for S 1 items is derived from the set of inference rules for S 2 , as is shown in Fig. 7 . Computations start with the item $ 0 ; 0; 0] and nish with $ f ; 0; n]. The worst case time complexity with respect to the length n of the input string is O(n 3 ).
As an example of the kind of strategies that can be implemented using the S 1 framework, we show in Fig. 8 Fig. 8 , we obtain the set of deduction steps corresponding to the parsing schema buHC de ned by Sikkel in 9, chapter 11], as shown in Fig. 9 , considering that in the parsing schemata framework 9] the antecedent A ! 1 2 3 ; l; r] in steps HC T ] and HC ] can be ltered out as it does not restrict the application of these steps.
Conclusions
In order to provide a common framework for the description of bidirectional parsing algorithms for context-free grammars, we have de ned a new class of bidirectional push-down automata which works in polynomial time. We have also shown how tabular parsing algorithms can be derived from the automaton describing the parsing strategy, and the tabulation technique associated to the automata model. As illustration, we have considered the case of the predictive head-corner and bottom-up head-corner strategies proposed in 9] but the S ! Fig. 9 . Deduction steps for a bottom-up head-corner parsing schema approach can be applied to the other bidirectional strategies de ned in the literature. This approach can also be extended to automata models for extensions of context-free grammars. In this direction, we have investigated a bidirectional version of Linear Indexed Automata for Tree Adjoining Grammars 1] .
The use of bidirectional push-down automata to de ne parsers allowed us to concentrate on the parsing strategy itself, abstracting for details of implementation such as the input positions spanned by a production or the information we must track into items to guarantee the correctness of a parsing strategy.
